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W hilst traditional U.K. and European materials such as Slate, Portland 
stone, Yorkstone and Marble are still used for memorials, polished 
granite (where cemetery regulations allow) has steadily increased 

in popularity in recent years.  As export markets have opened up, the cost of 
granite has come down to a level on par with other more traditional materials. 
The advantage of using granite to make a memorial speaks for itself.  Granite is 
a much harder wearing stone, and with a polished finish, virtually maintenance 
free. The material is ideally suited to the U.K climate in comparison to softer stone 
and marble materials which can discolour and weather more quickly in a shorter 
period of time. 

Granite comes in many different colours and textures, and is sourced throughout 
the world. To the right are a few examples of colours and types available. Please 
note that as with all natural stone products the colours and patterns will vary 
from those shown. Each memorial made is unique and the colouration shown 
should only be used as a guide. Also it should be noted that from time to time 
stocks of material become exhausted and may no longer be available in enough 
quantity to make large memorials, more often a similar alternative can be found. 

As you look through our brochure please bear in mind that any memorial design 
shown can usually be made in a different colour / type of material. As the price of 
granite varies considerably depending upon the type chosen, we will be happy to 
quote for a supply of a specific material.

Galaxy Black Kerala Green Ruby Red

Karin Grey

Glenaby

Dark Grey

Bahama Blue

Blue Pearl

Balmoral Red
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A t Kenward and Son we specialise in creating unique, beautiful memorials for you,  
by working a bespoke piece of Granite, Marble, Slate or Yorkstone into a truly 
unique tribute to a loved one.

Our experienced staff work closely with our craftsmen and will take your initial concept and 
produce a cad drawing for your approval, once approved, we will create your bespoke, finished 
memorial. We are also able to create individual etched designs on any granite memorial, this 
would include photos of your loved one if you wish.

Concept CAD Diagram End Memorial
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With four showrooms in the 
London area, we aim to provide 
a personal service that is second 
to none. Please feel free to pop 
into any one of our shops for an 
informal chat with one of our 
highly trained, experienced staff.

Carved Unique Etchings
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Kenward 1  HS 30” x 28” x 4” upon block/kerb 
set 6’6 x 2’6 x 6”/4”
Blue Pearl granite memorial, Triple heart 
headstone with carved roses, cover slab, 
external path/steps, curved steps and two 
turned vases. A truly beautiful memorial with 
low maintenance. (Please note light grey 
granites can show damp and stain)

Kenward 2  HS 35” x 28” x 3” upon block/kerb 
set 6’6 x 2’6 x 6”/4” kerbs. York stone full memorial 
with round top, side kerbs and a return end front 
kerb. Shown with grey chippings (not included)

Kenward 3  HS 35” x 29” x 4” upon block and kerb 
set 6’6 x 2’6 x 6”/4” kerbs. Black granite full memorial 
with rustic kerbs/headstone/posts. Polished face/back 
to headstone and top of posts and kerbs. Splayed front 
kerb and sandblast Celtic pattern on cross. Shown with 
grey chippings (not included)

Kenward 4 Kerb memorial 
6’6x2’6x6”/4” with panel 22”x18” 
Glenaby grey granite traditional kerbed 
memorial, with lettering tablet at foot 
and single vase post at head.

Kenward 4 Kerb memorial 
6’6x2’6x6”/4” with panel 22”x18” 
Glenaby grey granite traditional kerbed 
memorial, with lettering tablet at foot 
and single vase post at head.
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Kenward 8 
HS 36”x30”x4” 
upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6”/4” 
Emerald pearl 
granite Ogee full 
memorial, with 
worked book/cord 
& tassel and ivy 
design.

Sand blast and 
gild ivy leaf 
ornamentation 
can be changed 
for other natural 
features.

Kenward 7  HS 36”x30”x3” upon kerb set 6’6x2’6x6”/4” 
Balmoral red granite full Checked top memorial, with 
double centre vase and bronze cross ornament (can be 
changed).

Kenward 7  HS 36”x30”x3” upon kerb set 6’6x2’6x6”/4”
Balmoral red granite full Checked top memorial, with 
double centre vase and bronze cross ornament (can be 
changed).

Overall kerb sizes will be determined by cemetery regulations and additional costs may apply.

Kenward 6  HS 36”x30”x3” upon kerb set 6’6x2’6x6”/4” 
Black granite Ogee headstone, full memorial, with 
7”x7”x7” square vase in centre and corner foot posts.

Kenward 5  HS 36”x30”x4” upon kerb set 6’6x2’6x6”/4” 
Bahama blue granite peon top headstone, with barley 
twist columns and barley twist kerb tops, ball topped 
foot posts and bronzed crucifx.
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Kenward 9 HS 34” x 29” x 3” upon block/kerb set 
6’6 x 2’6 x 6”/4” Kerala green granite full memorial 
with a Celtic cross style headstone, with chamfers 
on headstone and a winding path down centre 
(green chippings not inc)

Kenward 11 HS 29”x30”x3” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6”/4” 
Glenaby grey granite memorial incorporating a winding 
path and quadrant steps, with optional token book for 
additional lettering. (Chippings not included)

Kenward 10 HS 48 x 30 upon kerb set 6’6 x 
2’6 x 6”/4” Black granite and light grey granite 
memorial, gates of heaven headstone with a cover 
slab, external path/steps, curved steps and two 
turned vases. A  memorial with low maintenance. 
(Please note light grey granites can show damp 
and stain)

Beautiful hand 
carved flowers 
can be added 
to memorials at 
customers request, 
please contact 
us with your 
requirements.

Kenward 12 HS 
40”x 24”x4” upon 
kerb set 6’6x2’6 
with panel  22”x18” 
English teak 
granite memorial, 
with individual 
carving and foot 
panel for additional 
inscription room.

All memorials are placed upon reinforced concrete foundations as required by cemetery regulations.

Kenward 9 HS 34” x 29” x 3” upon block/kerb set 
6’6 x 2’6 x 6”/4” Kerala green granite full memorial 
with a Celtic cross style headstone, with chamfers 
on headstone and a winding path down centre 
(green chippings not inc)
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Kenward 15 HS 30”x24”x4” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6”/4” 
Black granite heart shape headstone with 
carved roses, upon return end kerb set with 
cover slab and 10”x7” turned vase.

HS 30”x24”x4” upon kerb set 

Black granite heart shape headstone with 
carved roses, upon return end kerb set with 
cover slab and 10”x7” turned vase.

HS 30”x24”x4” upon kerb set 

Black granite heart shape headstone with 
carved roses, upon return end kerb set with 
cover slab and 10”x7” turned vase.

9

Kenward 14 HS 27”x30”x4” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6”/4”  
Bahama blue granite full memorial shown with 
grey granite chipping centre, and highlighted 
sand blast rose ornament. (Chippings not 
included)

Kenward 13 HS 34” x 27.5” x 5” upon block/
kerb set 6’6 x 2’6 x 6”/4” An exquisitely carved 
emerald pearl granite angel and heart full 
memorial, with a cover slab, two square vases 
and footsplay

Note the detail 
achieved by our 
craftsmen in the 
carving of this 
beautiful Angel 
statue.

All full memorials come with soil centre filling. Chippings and cover slabs will add additional costs.

Kenward 16 HS 18”x24”x3” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6”/4” 
All polished ruby red granite full memorial with 
book upon tick rests and 10”x8” square vase 
(shown with chipping centre not included in 
price).
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Kenward 18 HS 36”x30”x3” 
upon kerb set 6’6x2’6x6”/4” 
Blue pearl  granite rising step 
edged cover slab memorial, with 
turned 10x8” vase and carved 
flower ornamentation.

10

Kenward 17 HS 36”x30”x3” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6”/4” 
Black granite memorial with heart cut out 
in headstone allowing for a marble dove 
ornament if desired.

Kenward 17 HS 36”x30”x3” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6”/4”
Black granite memorial with heart cut out 
in headstone allowing for a marble dove 
ornament if desired.

Kenward 20 HS 42”x30”x3” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6/4” 
Bahamas blue granite winged memorial with 
our lady sculpture (can be changed) upon kerbs, 
with centre cover slab and splayed foot kerb.

All memorial designs can be mixed and matched, however some materials may not be available in 
sizes to make full length kerbs, please call to discuss your requirements.

Full Memorials

Kenward 19 HS 36” x 30” x 3” upon kerb set 
6’6 x 2’6 x 6”/4” Glenaby grey full memorial 
shown with pin line border (colour will match 
lettering colour), splayed foot kerb and two vase 
posts at foot. (Chippings not included)
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Kenward 24 HS 30”x24”x4” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6”/4”
Dark grey granite arc top headstone with side 
columns, kerb set  with cover slab centre and 
foot splay panel. 

If you see a memorial design not featured in the brochure 
please contact us and we will be happy to quote.

Kenward 22 Ledger 6’6 x 2’6 x 3” Blue 
pearl granite ledger with angled foot 
section, a sandblast silver book is shown 
(this can be removed if required)

Kenward 23 HS 33”x30”x3” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6”/4” 
Balmoral red granite full memorial with cover 
slab and single vase foot post, with a sand blast 
painted rose design.

Full Memorials

Kenward 21 HS 36”x30”x3” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6”/4” 
Blue pearl granite memorial with apron vase 
piece and return end kerb, centre vase 8”x8”, 
shown with Parachute regiment badge (other 
forces emblems can be reproduced). 
(Chippings not included)

Badges, crests, 
symbols and logos 
can be designed and 
cut upon memorials, 
please contact us 
to discuss your 
requirements.
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Kenward 25 HS 30”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Coffee Pearl granite - beautiful deep 
brown granite with gilded pin line.

Gold sand blasted flower design. 
Different flower types are 
available.

Kenward 26 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Ruby red granite - rich red granite 
memorial with Ogee top, shoulders and rounded 
base corners.

Kenward 28 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Black granite traditional churchyard 
shape (round top Ogee shoulders) memorial, 
with chamfer edges.

Kenward 29 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Glenaby grey granite lawn memorial 
with silver paint pin line and bow fronted base.

Kenward 30 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x30”x12” Black granite Ogee headstone with 
7”x7”x7” side vase and cross rose design (gilded) 
This design can be changed.

Kenward 27 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Dark grey granite Ogee lawn 
memorial, with gilded corner rose designs.

All designs and materials shown are interchangeable.
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Kenward 33 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Blue pearl granite chamfered 
headstone (half Ogee shape) with silver ornament 
praying hands.

This popular design can 
be highlighted in paint 
or gold.

Kenward 32 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Black granite lawn memorial 
with bronzed praying hands ornament and 
chamfered base.

Kenward 34 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Blue pearl granite peon top shaped 
lawn memorial with rose/cross sand blast panel 
(other flower designs are available).

Kenward 35 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Black granite Ogee memorial with 
painted sacred heart design (other painted 
ornamentation designs can be placed).

Kenward 36 HS 30”x24”x3” upon base 
3”x30”x12” Black granite Ogee shape lawn 
headstone, with stained glass image of Virgin 
Mary cut and set into the memorial.

Kenward 31 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Black granite Ogee lawn memorial 
with sand blasted  and highlighted church 
window and bible design.

Should you wish to design your own memorial please contact us to discuss.
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Kenward 37 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12”  Arc shaped top black granite lawn 
memorial with etched depiction of the Last 
Supper.

Etched designs give you the 
freedom to reproduce most 
photographic images. 

Kenward 38 HS 30”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Butterfly blue granite lawn memorial 
with oval top/rounded scotia shoulders, with 
chamfer and etched Angel ornament.

Kenward 40 HS 30”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Dark grey granite lawn with deeply 
carved Celtic cross with ribbon detail, polished 
face and pitched edges.

Kenward 41 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Half round rustic edged/margin dark 
grey granite lawn memorial.

Kenward 42 HS 30”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12”Ocean blue granite pitched edged 
Ogee shape lawn memorial with hand carved 
margins and roses framing the inscription area.

Kenward 39 HS 33”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Half round top black granite lawn 
memorial with beautiful etched dove design top 
centre.

If you see a memorial design not featured in this brochure please contact us and we will be happy to quote.
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Kenward 45 HS 30”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Black granite Ogee lawn memorial 
with ‘Morning by the Lake’ design (other landscape 
designs are available).

Classic hand painted flower designs are 
our speciality. A loved one’s favourite 
flower can be reproduced to further 
personalise any memorial design.

Kenward 44 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Flint grey granite Ogee lawn 
memorial with delicate painted white rose and 
pin line ornamentation.

Kenward 46 HS 30”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12”Square top black granite lawn with 
oriental style artwork for a contemporary finish.

Kenward 47 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12”Polished dark grey barrelled sided 
Ogee shape lawn, showing inset lovebirds 
ornamentation (type of bird(s) can be changed). 

Kenward 48 HS 33”x24”x3” upon base 
3”x30”x12”Polished black granite recessed 
side panelled memorial with painted tulip 
ornamentation.

Kenward 43 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Ogee shaped black granite lawn 
memorial with hand painted lily flower design 
(other flower designs are available).

memorial with delicate painted white rose and memorial with delicate painted white rose and 

Most lawn memorials shown can be adapted to have kerb surrounds should cemetery regulations allow.
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Kenward 49 HS 32”x28”x5” upon base 
4”x30”x12”Rustenburg dark grey granite scroll 
design memorial with hand carved angels set 
each side.

Our skilled craftsmen can work 
the granite to feature a variety 
of religious icons.

Kenward 50 HS 33”x26”x6” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Imperial red granite memorial with 
beautifully carved angel holding a heart.

Kenward 52 HS 34”x34”x4” upon base 
4”x36”x12” Imperial white granite heart 
enfolded in exquisitely carved wings.

Kenward 53 HS 33”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Lawn memorial with hand carved 
praying ‘Our Lady’ figure set in Himalayan 
granite.

Kenward 54 HS 38”x28”x6 upon base 
6”x36”x12”Solid black granite lawn memorial 
with carved mother and child figure.

Kenward 51 HS 52”x30”x10” upon base 
9”x36”x12” Carnation granite carved angel design 
memorial shaped from a single piece of stone.

Should you wish to design your own memorial please contact us to discuss.
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Kenward 57 HS 32”x34”x5” upon base 
4”x36”x12” Kerala green granite lawn memorial 
with a carved tree. 

Sunflowers are known to 
symbolise spiritual faith in 
many cultures.

Kenward 56 HS 32”x25”x5” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Bahama blue granite lawn memorial 
with two hand carved dolphins and wave effect.

Kenward 58 HS 33”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Flint grey granite gothic top 
shaped lawn memorial with deep carved and 
highlighted roses ornament.

Kenward 59 HS 29”x21”x3” upon 3”x24”x12”
Black granite lawn memorial with inset carved 
Our Lady design.

Kenward 60 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Karin grey granite lawn with 
highlighted relief carved dove set into a deep 
ogee shape headstone.

Kenward 55 HS 30”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Himalayan granite lawn of a unique 
shape and bold hand carved sunflowers (which 
can be painted if desired).

4”x30”x12” Bahama blue granite lawn memorial 
with two hand carved dolphins and wave effect.

All designs and materials shown are interchangeable.
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Kenward 61 HS 34”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Sapphire brown granite classic shape 
memorial with turned and polished side columns.

Metal flower containers can 
be accommodated on most 
memorial designs, or left off if 
not required.

Kenward 62 HS 36”x30”x12” overall  
Temple style memorial with fully turned 
columns and canopy top.

Kenward 64 HS 38”x34”x3” upon base 
4”x36”x12” Kerala green granite canopy lawn 
memorial with barley twist columns.

Kenward 65 HS 36”x22”x2” upon base 4”x36”x15” 
Regal black granite headstone with imperial white 
columns (24”x4”) and canopy.

Kenward 66 HS 42”x41”x15” overall  
Warwick grey and dense black granite canopy 
memorial with inlaid work to columns.

Kenward 63 HS 33”x24”x5” upon base 3”x30”x12” 
Black granite lawn in the style of window arch, with 
internal sandstone frame.

If you see a memorial design not featured in this brochure 
please contact us and we will be happy to quote.
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Kenward 69 HS 30”x26”x3” upon base 3”x30”x12” 
Solid black granite heart lawn memorial with two 
painted swans.

Kenward 68 HS 38”x24”x4” upon base 4”x36”x12” 
Hand carved Angel protruding from polished ruby 
red granite heart.

Kenward 70 HS 33”x24”x3” upon base 
3”x30”x12” Black granite heart lawn memorial 
with carved roses. 

Kenward 71 HS 32” x 28” x 4” upon base 
4” x 30” x 12” Balmoral granite triple heart 
memorial, the three hearts sit at varying level 
to add to the overall effect. Shown with carved 
and highlighted roses (highlighting can be 
removed to show natural granite finish)

Kenward 72 HS 28”x28”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Multi-colour red granite heart, with 
moulded edge and splayed base.

Most lawn memorials shown can be adapted to have 
kerb surrounds should cemetery regulations allow.

Kenward 67 HS 36 x 27” x 5” upon base 
3”30”x12” dark grey granite carved angel holds 
a cushioned heart.
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Heart Memorials

Kenward 73 Heart 22”x24”x4” upon column 
18”x8”x6” base 4”x24”x24” 
Star galaxy granite cushioned heart.

Carved designs can provide for 
a unique memorial, call us to 
discuss your requirements.

Kenward 74 Heart 18”x18”x4” upon rester/
base 4”x22”x18” /8”x8”vase 
Bahamas blue granite heart with side vase 
(heart can be flat faced or cushioned).

Kenward 76 Hearts 16”x28”x3” upon base 
3”x30”x15”
Ruby red granite double hearts entwined.

Kenward 77 Hearts 16”x28”x3” upon base 
3”x30”x15” 
Black granite double heart with highlighted lily 
dividing the double heart.

Kenward 78 Heart 18”x18”x4” upon rester/
base 3”x22”x14” 
Star galaxy granite cremation size heart 
memorial.

Kenward 75 Heart 18”x18”x4” upon rester/
base 4”x22”x18” Aurora granite cremation size 
memorial with hand carved roses (suitable 
for cremation plots and adding to existing 
memorials).

Should you wish to design your own memorial please contact us to discuss.

20
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Kenward 81 HS 36”x33”x4” upon kerb set 
6’11 x 2’11 x 6”/4” 
Blue pearl granite 3 heart headstone (with floral 
ornamentation) upon block with kerbs and 
centre square vase. (Chippings not included)

Kenward 82 HS 30”x28”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Star galaxy granite heart memorial 
recessed right hand side with engraved scene 
(depicted scene can be changed to suit).

Kenward 83 HS 30”x34”x4” upon base 
6”x36”x12” A softly rounded Bahama blue 
granite with carved and highlighted antique 
rose edging.

Kenward 84 HS 30”x35”x4” upon base 
4”x36”x12” With kerb extension aurora granite 
lawn memorial with carved roses and hearts.

Kenward 79 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Black granite heart with painted 
rose design (any appropriate design can be 
painted into this area).

Design work upon heart shaped 
memorials, is usually featured in 
this area to allow for maximum 
room for inscription upon the 
face of the heart.

All designs and materials shown are interchangeable

Kenward 80 HS 30”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Blue pearl granite heart with carved 
rose detail.
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Kenward 85 Cross 39”x21”x4” upon base 
4”x24”x12” Lunar grey granite Celtic cross lawn type 
memorial with polished wheel centre panel and 
polished inscription panel.

Another popular design, praying hands can 
be depicted using hand painted method or 
bronze ornamentation.

Kenward 86 Cross 33”x24”x3” upon base 
3”x30”x12” Bahama blue granite simple cross design 
with chamfered edges.

Kenward 88 Cross 42”x27”x5” upon base 
6”x33”x12” Twilight red granite Celtic cross, with 
intricate sand blasted celtic rope designs and 
splayed base.

Kenward 89 Cross/headstone 32”x35”x4” 
upon base 4”x36”x12”
Kerala green granite headstone featured celtic 
cross with chamfer top/edge.

Kenward 90 White marble latin cross 
upon bases. Cross 2’9 x18” x 4” upon 3 bases 
4.5”x12”x7.75”/5.25”x18”x12”/7”x24”x18”.

Kenward 87 Cross 16”x12”x4” Die 24”x28”x4” 
base 4”x30”x12”
Black granite latin cross with lettering area on 
die, with hand painted praying hands.

Most lawn memorials shown can be adapted to have 
kerb surrounds should cemetery regulations allow.
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A carved cord and tassel 
provides a classical dividing 
line for the book pages, the 
cord and tassel can be gilded at 
additional cost.

Kenward 91 Book 18”x24”x3” upon base 
3”x27”x15” rest 14”x12”x6”
Black granite classic book set with carved cord 
and tassel, plus sand blast pin lines page effect.

Kenward 94 Book 18”x24”x4” upon base 4”x27”x15”
Black granite traditional style book incorporating 
stepped and polished page edges, half Ogee moulded 
edges on base.

Kenward 95 Tablet 18”x24”x3” upon base 
3”x27”x15” rest 14”x12”x6”
Dark grey granite raised memorial tablet with 
hand carved and hightlighted rose design.

Kenward 96 Book 18”x24”x3” upon base 
3”x27”x15” 
Blue pearl granite shaped page book, with finely 
carved cord and tassel.

Kenward 92 Book 18”x24”x3” upon base 
3”x27”x15” rest 14”x12”x6”
Lunar grey granite book memorial with carved 
rose.

Should you wish to design your own memorial please contact us to discuss.

Kenward 93 Tablet 12”x18”x2” upon base 
2”x18”x15” rest 12”x12”x5”
Black granite tablet design memorial with sand 
blast book outline.

Book 18”x24”x3” upon base 

Lunar grey granite book memorial with carved 
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Kenward 97 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Dark grey granite lawn memorial 
with book outline cut in relief.

Adding sand blasted or carved 
page lines to book edge can 
provide a more realistic finish to 
a book memorial.

Kenward 99 Book 30”x28”x6” upon base 
6”x30”x15” 
Bahama blue granite fully shaped book with 
polished page edges and centre splay base.

Kenward 100 HS 30”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Bahamas blue granite  lawn 
memorial with carved wild roses surrounding 
heart ornament.

Kenward 101 HS 33”x24”x3” upon base 
3”x30”x12” with heart 9”x9”x2” Black granite 
book headstone with raised vases and central 
heart token.

Kenward 98 HS 30”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Yellow teak granite fully worked 
‘Book of Life’ type lawn memorial.

Kenward 102 HS 30”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” Black granite lawn memorial with 
book shaped to face, with turned page feature 
and carved rose ornament.

All designs and materials shown are interchangeable.
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Kenward 105 Headstone 32”x26”x4” upon 
base 4”x30”x12”  Kerala green granite lawn 
memorial with fluting on both headstone and 
base. 

Silver effect cross ornament can 
be changed for other bronzed/
silver designs to further 
personalise the memorial.

Kenward 103 Black granite gates of heaven 
memorial design with centre area cross 
ornament. Centre 30”x10”x4” wings 27”x11”x3” 
Base 3”x36”x12”.

Kenward 106 Headstone 32”x26”x4” upon 
base 4”x30”x12” 
Raw silk granite lawn memorial depicting a 
modern interpretation of an opening scroll with 
recessed polished face.

Kenward 107 Columns 36”x14”x4” upon base 
4”x36”x14” 
Blue pearl granite double headstone memorial 
with hand painted sand blast rose ornament.

Kenward 108 Headstone 30”x26”x4” upon 
base 6”x30”x12” 
Unusual shaped aurora granite rustic edge 
memorial with carved rose design.

Kenward 104 Columns 24”x6”x3” panels 
32”x11”x3” base 3”x30”x12”  Black granite gates 
of heaven memorial design with gilded crosses 
and sand blast painted roses.

Most lawn memorials shown can be adapted to have kerb surrounds 
should cemetery regulations allow.
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Kenward 109 HS 33”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Honed black granite shaped style 
lawn memorial with raised face.

Traditional stone materials are 
softer than granite and therefore 
can be carved to a finer detail.

Kenward 110 HS 33”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Yorkstone lawn memorial with 
rounded edges and cross effect.

Kenward 112 HS 33”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Honed dark grey granite rounded 
memorial with cross effect.

Kenward 113 Nebrasina stone HS 33”x 21”x 
3”  Base 6”x24”x6”  Master craftsman quality 
carving creates a stunning stone memorial.

Kenward 114 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Yorkstone memorial with natural 
pitched edge and margin, shown with carved 
cross.

Kenward 111 HS 33”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Nabresina stone shallow gothic 
shaped memorial, with chamfers and hand 
carved design.

All designs and materials shown are interchangeable.
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Kenward 117 HS 33”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” White marble lawn with deep Ogee 
top and carved peace dove ornament. 

Resting Angels symbolising 
resurrection and the 
metamorphosis of the soul.

Kenward 116 HS 30”x24”x3” upon base 
3”x30”x12” White marble fully worked book 
lawn memorial with carved rose and dove detail.

Kenward 118 HS 30”x24”x3” upon base 
3”x30”x12” White marble oval style lawn 
memorial with hand carved wild roses below 
inscription area.

Kenward 119 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” White marble lawn with hand carved 
cross with roses ornament panel.

Kenward 120 HS 32”x27”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” White marble lawn memorial with 
carved scroll centre panel, with hand carved 
angels each side.

Kenward 115 HS 30”x24”x4” upon base 
4”x30”x12” White marble carved angel 
overlooking book design headstone. lawn memorial with carved rose and dove detail.

Most lawn memorials shown can be adapted to have kerb surrounds 
should cemetery regulations allow.
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Kenward 121 HS 36”x30”x3” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6/4” White marble full memorial with 
carved raised cross and flowers headstone and 
four flower vase posts. (Chippings not included)

Monolith memorials have no 
base, the memorial is fixed 
straight into the ground.

Kenward 122 HS 36”x30”x3” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6/4” White marble full memorial with carved 
rose design and raised foot kerb with single vase post. 
(Chippings not included)

Kenward 124 HS 36”x30”x3” upon kerb set 
6’6x2’6x6/4” 
White marble full memorial, Ogee headstone 
with scotia shoulders and single vase foot post. 
(Chippings not included)

Kenward 125 HS 54”x24”x3” 
Nebresina 3’6 above ground monolith memorial 
with gothic shaped top, latin cross and chamfer 
edges.

If you see a memorial design not featured in this brochure 
please contact us and we will be happy to quote.

Kenward 123 HS 54”x24”x3” 
Yorkstone 3’6 above ground monolith memorial 
with leaves and cross ornament.
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Kenward 128 HS 24”x18”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” 
Blue pearl  granite heart shaped memorial with 
hand carved angel overlooking.

Individual granite footballs are 
available separately, club badges 
can be added at extra cost.

Kenward 127 HS 24”x24”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” 
Dove grey marble lawn memorial shaped to 
represent a cloud with matching base.

Kenward 126 HS 33”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x18” Black granite lawn memorial with 
scarf ornament in team colours (colour can be 
changed to suit) with 9” granite football.

Kenward 130 HS 13”x24”x2” upon base 
2”x24”x12” 
Black granite heart with cartoon character 
ornament and splayed base.

Kenward 131 HS 24”x21”x5” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Carnation granite memorial with 
round shaped headstone and hand carved 
Madonna and child ornament.

Kenward 129 HS 21”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” 
Star galaxy granite lawn memorial with etched 
stargazing dream artwork.

Childrens memorials are generally smaller in size compared to standard 
memorials (subject to cemetery regulations).
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Kenward 132 HS 21”x12”x2” upon base 
2”x13”x10” Dark grey granite lawn memorial 
shown with wrap around kerbs, artwork can be 
supplied to us to reproduce for a unique memorial.

Star detail can be shown 
using diamante stones inset in 
memorial at additional cost.

Kenward 133 HS 27”x22”x3” upon base 
3”x30”x12”  Glenaby grey granite elephant 
design lawn memorial with splayed base 
inscription panel .

Kenward 134 HS 21”x17”x3” upon base 
3”x18”x12” Black granite lawn with rounded top 
and Ogee shoulders, and baby in moon design 
(colour of clothes can be changed to suit).

Kenward 135 HS 13”x20.5”x3” upon base 
2”x24”x12” Bahama blue granite heart memorial 
with carved and softly detailed bear.

Kenward 136 HS 18”x22”x3” upon base 3”x24”x12” 
Black granite childs lawn memorial with painted 
rabbit decoration.

Kenward 137 HS 27”x21”x3” upon base 
3”x24”x12” Imperial red granite with carved 
highlighted bear cuddling inscription area.

Art work can be supplied by you to feature upon a memorial. 
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Kenward 138 Tablet 18”x15”x2” 
Lunar grey granite tablet with sand blast book 
outline and flower ornament.

Kenward 141 Desk 18”x18”x5/3” 
Black granite cremation desk memorial with 
carved raised book upon face.

Kenward 144 
Desk 18”x15”x5/3” 
Black granite desk 
with vase block 
upon band area 
to provide more 
inscription 
room.

Kenward 140 
Tablet 24”x18”x5” 

Paradiso oval 
cushion tablet 

with carved and 
highlighted lily 

ornament.

Kenward 143 
HS 24” x 14” x 2” 

upon base 
2” x 24” x 12”

Blue pearl twin 
hearts with 

simple pin line to 
separate them. 

Kenward 142 Tablet 18”x12”x2” 
Black granite tablet with gild pin line and 
simple painted corner rose ornament.

Kenward 145 Desk 18”x15”x5/3”  
Black granite scroll cremation memorial with 
gild scroll design upon side.

carved raised book upon face.

Kenward 144 
Desk 18”x15”x5/3”
Black granite desk 

simple painted corner rose ornament.

Kenward 145 

upon band area 
to provide more 

Black granite scroll cremation memorial with 
gild scroll design upon side.

outline and flower ornament.

simple painted corner rose ornament.

Kenward 140 
Tablet 24”x18”x5” 

Paradiso oval 
cushion tablet 

with carved and 
highlighted lily 

Kenward 143 
HS 24” x 14” x 2” 

Tablet 18”x12”x2”

Kenward 146 Book 12”x16”x2” upon base 
2”x23”x9” side vase 4”x6”x6” 
Black granite cremation book memorial with 
carved cord and tassel.

Smaller stone memorials are generally for ashes plots, but can be 
added to large full memorials if additional inscription space is required.

Kenward 139 HS 24” x 24” x 3” 
with kerbset covering area 24” x 24” 
Black granite ogee headstone with 
simple pin line down centre, block 
front centre (flower vase can be 
added) and coverslab. Outer kerbs 
shown 3” x 3” x 36” (not permitted 
in all cemeteries).
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Kenward 147 
Desk 18”x18”x5/3” 
Black granite scroll 
shaped tablet 
with carved and 
highlighted rose 
design.

Kenward 150 Desk 18”x18”x4/2”   Black granite 
cremation desk memorial with painted butterfly 
ornament (which can be changed for any design).

Kenward 152 Desk 
18”x18”x4/2” 

Glenaby grey granite desk 
memorial with sandblasted and 

highlighted open book outline 
upon inscription panel.

Kenward 148 Heart 
12”x12”x2” Vase 4”x6”x6” Base 
2”x23”x9” Karin grey granite 
heart and vase, with carved 
floral motif upon edges of base 
and heart.

Kenward 151 Tablet 
12”x18”x2” Vase rest 
10”x9/6”x6”  
Base 2”x20”x14” 
Lunar grey granite tablet 
with vase support for flower 
placement.

Kenward 153 HS 12”x21”x2” upon base 
2”x23”x9” Coral green granite Ogee top 
lawn memorial suitable where allowed for 
cremation plots.

Kenward 154 HS 12”x21”x2” upon 
base 2”x23”x9” Ruby red granite oval top 
lawn memorial suitable where allowed for 
cremation plots.

12”x12”x2” Vase 4”x6”x6” Base 
Karin grey granite 

heart and vase, with carved 
floral motif upon edges of base 

12”x12”x2” Vase 4”x6”x6” Base 
Karin grey granite 

heart and vase, with carved 
floral motif upon edges of base 

Cremation memorials can usually be placed immediately 
after ashes internments subject to cemetery regulations.

Kenward 147 
Desk 18”x18”x5/3”
Black granite scroll 
shaped tablet 

Glenaby grey granite desk 
memorial with sandblasted and 

highlighted open book outline 
upon inscription panel.

Kenward 154 HS 12”x21”x2” upon Kenward 153 HS 12”x21”x2” upon base 

Kenward 149 HD 21” x 19” x 
4” (3” Hs plus roses) upon base 
24” x 12” x 3” A Uniquely shaped 
Star galaxy granite memorial with 
carved and highlighted roses. 
Rustic sides to headstone/base 
and polished back to headstone.

HD 21” x 19” x 
4” (3” Hs plus roses) upon base 
24” x 12” x 3” A Uniquely shaped 
Star galaxy granite memorial with 
carved and highlighted roses. 
Rustic sides to headstone/base 
and polished back to headstone.
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Kenward 155 Vase 
8”x8”x8” upon base 

10”x10”x1” Black 
granite vase square 

shaped with chamfered 
corner and check top.

Kenward 156 Vase 
block 7”x7”x7” upon 

base 8”x8”x2”
Lunar grey granite vase 

with check top finish.

Kenward 157 Vase 
6”x12”x6”

Black granite double 
vase block with etched 

photo of customer’s 
choice.

Kenward 158 Vase 
10”x8” Black granite 

turned vase.

Kenward 159 Vase 
7”x7”x7” Red granite 
block our most basic 

vase design.

Kenward 160 Vase 
block 8”x10”x8” upon 

base 10”x12”x1”White 
marble vase block with 
carved daffodil design 
(other flower designs 

are available).

Kenward 161 Vase 
10”x12” Stratford grey 

granite bowl shape 
turned vase.

Kenward 162 Vase 
9”x9”x9” Black granite 
heart shape vase with 

rounded edges.

Various size(s)
Turned vases in different materials and sizes are 

available - please contact for further information .

A

B

C

D E

F

G

H
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W e can personalise any memorial with photographic images, we offer two main options for the reproduction of images upon a memorial, these 
are etched images and ceramic plaques (please note the type of material used for the memorial can influence which is appropriate). We should 
be able to reproduce most family photos in either format. The image provided should be the best contrast quality and sharpness possible, as 

we can only reproduce what is given. Usually wedding photos or professionally shot portraits provide the best results. If you are unsure if a photo is good 
enough to use, please contact us for advice. We can accept images in print, or high resolution digital format via email.

Original Photograph

Computer Etched image
onto black granite

Ceramic Plaque
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White Marble Grey Granite Pink Kidney Green Black Kidney Lilac

Turquoise Cobalt Blue Black Red Kidney Green Kidney

We offer these 

Chipping colours 

(subject to availability). 

Please choose or 

contact us should 

you wish to discuss 

options.

All full memorials come with a soil centre filling to provide for a garden planting area. If you wish to make the 
centre easier to manage, we would suggest a chipping filling.

Alternatively most full memorials will allow for a cover slab if you wish for a completely maintenance free memorial.
Please contact us for a price.
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P robably the most common question we are asked with 
regard to producing a memorial is what should the 
memorial inscription say? Understandably most people 

don’t consider what to write upon a stone until well after the person 
it relates to has passed away.  The thought of trying to encapsulate 
a person’s life in a few lines of text can be a daunting task, and can 
often lead to a family delaying the placement of a memorial or the 
making of a final decision on what memorial to have. 

Our advice to all our clients is simply; there is no right or wrong 
way to write an inscription. It is personal to you and your family. 
It is true that most memorials seen in cemeteries contain similar 
inscription formats. Really the only requirement civic cemetery 
authorities stipulate is that the name of the person shown upon 
the memorial matches the name shown on that person’s death 
certificate. Other than that, as long as the details provided upon the 
stone are legal, decent, honest and truthful you should not have any 
issues with what you wish to say. Church burial ground authorities 
can be more particular regarding the content of the inscription 
upon a memorial stone, so it is worth consulting the incumbent 
minister prior to making any final decisions.

On the whole memorial inscriptions will contain the following; 
however bear in mind this is only a guide;

Opening line – such as ‘In loving memory’, ‘Cherished memories’ or 
‘Sacred to the memory of’

Sentence determining a persons relationship‘……a beloved Son, 
Brother, Husband, Dad, Grandad etc 

The deceased’s name(s) as shown on the death certificate  

The dates of birth and passing – these can be written several 
different forms – i.e 24.03.1962-24.03.2012 or 24 March 1962 -24 
March 2012, or just the date of passing – and age on passing

Lastly an epitaph or verse appropriate to the person or to express 
a sentiment of love; such as ‘Sadly missed’, Peace perfect Peace, 
Forever in our thoughts – please see our separate verse(s) page for 
further inspiration. 

If the memorial upon the graves plot requires further inscription in 
the future, room should be left at the time of first inscription.

How to write an inscription…..


